VegBank - Bug #1022
Eval: Form to calculate summary of multiple plots
03/27/2003 02:09 AM - Michael Lee

Status:

New

Start date:

03/27/2003

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Robert Peet

% Done:

0%

Category:

views

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

1.2.0

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Bugzilla-Id:

1022

Description
We need a form that shows a summary of multiple plots. Two uses will be when a
user gathers a "shopping cart" of plots and wants to see a summary of them (or
simply a summary of a query result). Also, we then need to be able to query
these plots with a URL. Given that URL's technically have a length restriction
(is this not so, Gabe?), though it is long, will this be possible for say, 15
plots? How about 150? 1500? You get the picture. Eventually, we will probably
need to add a table to VegBank that will store groups of plotAccessionNumbers
with a name so that the URL would be
http://vegbank/getplotgroup?plotgroup=VB.44.03-Mar-2008,01:23:56
As far as design of such a form, I (Michael) have some ideas from working with
Del Meidinger in the Ministry of Forests in Victoria, BC
History
#1 - 03/27/2003 02:11 AM - Michael Lee
sorry Gabe, this should be mine initially.
#2 - 11/11/2003 02:15 PM - Michael Lee
2 different versions of this:
1) show plots side by side in same table
2) show summary stats (averages) across tables
#3 - 11/08/2004 07:55 PM - Michael Lee
Plots can now be seen side by side, but no calculation or summarization of a
batch of plots is ready.
#4 - 08/02/2005 01:04 PM - Michael Lee
Constancy tables can now be generated from datasets that you have put together.
Multiple plots can be mapped. What else do we want like this?
#5 - 03/27/2013 02:16 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 1022
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